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Next steps on (Use Cases and) Requirements Draft

- Chairs issued adoption poll on draft-gruessing-moq-requirements-04
  - They asked for feedback on the MOQ list, by 14 April 2023
  - Please provide feedback, of course!

- draft-nandakumar-moq-scenarios-00 was submitted on 13 March 2023
  - Draft contains Section 2 ("scenarios") and Section 3 ("differences")
  - Overlaps with Section 3 ("use cases") in requirements draft
  - Draft contains Section 4 ("handling scalable video codecs")
  - Overlaps with Section 4 ("requirements") in requirements draft

- Spencer, Cullen, Suhas, Christian discussed "what to do?" this week
  - Authors from both drafts will work to integrate text
  - Not just "cut and paste", requires thought
Beyond "Next Steps"

- Scanning WARP draft repo and draft for generic requirements
  - WARP-specific requirements would stay in WARP
  - Requirements applicable to any MOQ protocol would move

- Continue to focus on additional generic requirements

- Update to reflect architecture in use in the working group
  - "After a minimal architecture becomes accepted"

- Update to reflect terminology in use in the working group
  - After the working group converges on accepted terminology